
DEFERRED ACCEPTANCE

The point of this note is to take you through the logi behind the deferred

aeptane algorithm. Please read the papers assoiated with the links on the web

page for motivation and appliations.

Mathing. This algorithm is used to handle a number of di�erent mathing prob-

lems in whih individuals are mathed with organizations. For what we'll disuss

here, the mathing problem has to satisfy two properties: �rst, though the mathing

may involve money transfers, the transfers must be �xed at the time the mathing

takes plae; seond, eah side of the market must have a �nite apaity for the

number of partners. For example admitting students to shools �ts into this frame-

work beause eah student only wants to get into one shool, and shools an only

admit as many students as they have seats in their lassrooms.

In one sense every trading problem an be viewed as a mathing problem where

buyers are mathed with sellers. However, in many of the trading problems you are

familiar with, like autions, money transfers are altered during the trading proess

to try to alter the mathing (for example, a bid in an aution). Furthermore, 'sides'

of the market often don't have real apaity onstraints. For example, a platform

like apple or android tries to math people with apps like Faebook or Spotify.

However, Spotify has no e�etive limit on the number of users it an math with.

In these two example, deferred aeptane has nothing to ontribute.

A mathing problem that does �t the algorithm is admitting graduating stu-

dents into post-graduate programs. We'll use this problem as an illustration in

this reading. This is a many to one mathing problem in the sense that eah 'ap-

pliant' is admitted to only one 'organization', but eah organization will admit

many appliants. Deferred aeptane will work with many to many mathings.

For example, when phd students graduate in eonomis, they attend a onferene

where they are interviewed by various departments. The onferene lasts for three

days, so there is a limit to the number of interviews any appliant an aept, and

the number of appliants that any department an interview. Deferred aeptane

ould be used to arrange this mathing. In fat the proess by whih departments

invite appliants for interviews works muh like deferred aeptane, though it isn't

formally desribed that way.

In this note, we'll restrit to many to one mathings, and in the examples, one

to one mathings, to make the notation a bit easier.

We'll use the notation I to refer both to the set of appliants and the number of

appliants. We'll speak about appliant i to refer to a spei� appliant. The set

of organizations will be referred to as J , with a spei� organization referred to as

organization j.

Eah of the organizations has a number of vaant positions qj . It might not want

to �ll all of them if it doesn't like all the appliants, but it an never �ll more than

qj positions. A mathing µ is a orrespondene that takes eah element of I∪J and

names the set of individuals or organizations that element is mathed with. For
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example, µ (i) ∈ J ∪ ∅ for eah appliant i. If µ (i) = ∅, that means that appliant

i remains unmathed.

Similarly µ (j) ⊂ I∪∅. A feasible mathing is one for whih |µ (j)| ≤ qj for every

organization j. (The notation |A| means the number of elements in the set A).

We'll assume that eah i ∈ I an stritly rank eah of the organizations in J in

the sense that a higher ranked organization is one that the appliant would prefer

to a lower ranked organization - prefer means 'would rather be aepted by'. We'll

assume the ranking is strit. If j is ranked higher (preferred) by i to j′, we'll write

j ≻i j
′
. We also allow that an appliant might prefer to remain unmathed than

to be assigned to some organization, in whih ase we write ∅ ≻i j

We'll do the same for organizations and assume they stritly rank appliants

with i ≻j i
′
meaning that organization j would prefer to aept i than to aept i′

if it an't aept them both. An organization j might be unwilling to aept and

appliant i, in whih ase we write ∅ ≻j i. This way of thinking about organization

preferene is atually pretty speial, sine organizations preferenes over appliants

will typially depend on who is already in the organization. If the organization is

a shool, then the assumption is plausible.

One a mathing has been made, we want to make sure that people won't want

to go around hanging the outome. Of ourse, everyone wants to get into the

best shool, whih has a limited apaity to aept students. So no mathing will

every give everyone their favorite outome. Instead we ask for a somewhat weaker

property - that a mathing be stable.

A mathing is stable if, whenever an appliant i prefers some alternative j′ to

the organization µ (i) to whih they were assigned, then either that organization

is unwilling to aept i in the �rst plae, or that organization has been assigned a

group of appliants who �ll its apaity, all of whom are preferred to i. Similarly, if

an organization j prefers some appliant i′ to an appliant i ∈ µ (j), then appliant

i prefers µ (i) to j. If a mathing is stable, everyone might wish they were mathed

with someone else, but the won't bother trying to hange anything beause they

know they won't be able to get anyone else to math with them.

Just to get a sense of what stability means, suppose there are only two appliants

a and b and two organizations, say UBC and SFU where they ould be aepted.

In this example, UBC and SFU both have one seat to �ll. Appliant a prefers UBC

to SFU while for appliant b it is the other way around. UBC prefers appliant b

to appliant a, while SFU prefers a to b. There are two possible mathings in this

example - a is aepted by UBC while b is aepted at SFU, or a is aepted by

SFU while b is aepted by UBC. IN the �rst mathing UBC would prefer to have

appliant b, but b prefers SFU, who she gets in the mathing, to UBC, so she won't

leave. In the seond mathing, a would prefer to be at UBC, but UBC is already

assigned to b whih it prefers.

Deferred Aeptane. Notie that is this example illustrates that there will

sometimes by many stable mathings. However, at this point, all we want to do is

to �nd one stable mathing. To do it, we an use the deferred aeptane algorithm.

We'll desribe the appliant proposing version.

For appliants, behavior is simple - appliants an apply as long as all their

appliations have been rejeted, and as long as there is some organization who

has not yet rejeted them. That seems straightforward enough. To make it into

an algorithm, we'll have a omputer program that asks the appliants for their
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preferenes over institutions, then applies for them. Eah time it applies, it will

send the appliation to the organization with the appliant said was most preferred

among the set of organizations who have not yet rejeted her appliation.

For organizations, we'll do something similar. We'll ask them to desribe their

preferenes over appliants, then whenever an appliation omes in, we'll have the

omputer program rejet it if the organization said that the appliant was una-

eptable under any irumstanes, otherwise, the program will hold the appliation

until a better one omes along. What it means for a better one to ome along is

that the organization's apaity is �lled by the appliations it is holding and the

new appliant is better than one of the appliations it is urrently holding.

To see it in ation, you need to start with the preferenes of the organizations

and the appliants. Lets do an example with three organizations, UBC, SFU and

UT and four students a, b, c, and d. SFU laims that its preferenes are

SFU : a ≻ b ≻ c ≻ d

while for UBC:

UBC : b ≻ a ≻ c ≻ d

and �nally

UT : c ≻ b ≻ d ≻ a

For the students we eliit

a : UBC ≻ UT ≻ SFU

b : UBC ≻ SFU ≻ UT

c : UBC ≻ SFU ≻ UT

d : UBC ≻ UT ≻ SFU

We'll also assume there that eah appliant would prefer to be in any of the three

institutions rather than not going to shool at all, while eah university is willing

to aept any of the students if it has spae.

We an make the exerise a bit easier to follow by assembling the information

above into a little table that looks like the table we used to desribe Nash equilib-

rium. It is important to remember that isn't what this table does. It just mimis

the rankings given above for the appliants and organizations. The rankings of the

organization over the appliants are given as the �rst entry in eah ell, the seond

entry is the orresponding ranking or organizations by the appliants.

a b  d

SFU 1,3 2,2 3,2 4,3

UBC 2,1 1,1 3,1 4,1

UT 4,2 2,3 1,3 3.2

Now the appliants start to apply

• Eah appliant sends an appliation to their favorite organization. They

all like UBC the best so all the appliations go there. The appliations are

marked with asterisks in the next table:

a b  d

SFU 1,3 2,2 3,2 4,3

UBC 2,1

∗
1,1

∗
3,1

∗
4,1

∗

UT 4,2 2,3 1,3 3,2
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UBC has four appliations, and it likes the one from b the best, so it rejets the

other three. Lets mark the rejeted appliations in red. The rejeted appliants a,

c, and d annot make an appliation to UBC again.

a b  d

SFU 1,3 2,2 3,2 4,3

UBC 2,1

∗
1,1

∗
3,1

∗
4,1

∗

UT 4,2 2,3 1,3 3,2

Now the rejeted appliants try again as we desribed above. Apart from UBC,

a's favorite shool is UT, so he should apply there. Similar for c and d, so we just

mark the new appliations with asterisks.

a b  d

SFU 1,3 2,2 3,2

∗
4,3

UBC 2,1

∗
1,1

∗
3,1

∗
4,1

∗

UT 4,2

∗
2,3 1,3 3,2

∗

UT has two appliations this time and it prefers the appliation from d to the

one from a, so it rejets a.

a b  d

SFU 1,3 2,2 3,2

∗
4,3

UBC 2,1

∗
1,1

∗
3,1

∗
4,1

∗

UT 4,2

∗
2,3 1,3 3,2

∗

Now a has only one option, apply to SFU, whih is his least favorite shool. At

this point SFU has two appliations one from a and one from c. Sine it prefers a,

it rejets the appliation from c. This is why it is alled 'deferred aeptane' SFU

aepted c initially, but only until a better alternative ame along.

a b  d

SFU 1,3

∗
2,2 3,2

∗
4,3

UBC 2,1

∗
1,1

∗
3,1

∗
4,1

∗

UT 4,2

∗
2,3 1,3 3,2

∗

Appliant c now applies to UT. Sine c is preferred to the inumbent d, d′sappliation

is rejeted, a′s is aepted and d is just out of luk.

a b  d

SFU 1,3

∗
2,2 3,2

∗
4,3

∗

UBC 2,1

∗
1,1

∗
3,1

∗
4,1

∗

UT 4,2

∗
2,3 1,3

∗
3,2

∗

Algorithms. The point of all this want to try to ompute a mathing that was

stable. How an we be sure the resulting mathing is stable? If it weren't then we

ould �nd what is a bloking pair, an organization j and an appliant i for whom

i ≻j µ (j) while j ≻i µ (i). Notie that during the deferred aeptane algorithm,

appliant i always has to apply to his or her favorite organization among all the

ones that haven't rejeted them. If that is true and i is mathed with µ (i) whih
she doesn't like as muh, then that ould only mean that i applied to j and was

rejeted. Yet if j rejeted i, it ould only be beause it already had an appliation

from an appliant it preferred. Sine it would subsequently only aept appliants

that were even better, it has to be that µ (j) ≻ i, whih is a ontradition.
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Implementing the Deferred Aeptane Solution. The market with whih I

am most familiar is the market for junior aademi eonomists. The appliants are

eonomis students graduating with Ph'd degrees. The organizations are Universi-

ties, Governments, and Consulting �rms throughout the world. The market runs

through muh of the year, but the primary hiring period begins in Otober when

Universities plae job ads. In 2014 there were a little more than 4000 appliants

registered at eonjobmarket.org, one of the main advertising and reruiting sites.

The number of aademi openings is somewhere between 1200 and 1600. Junior

eonomists apply to shools they are interested in. The shools review appliations,

interview appliants at a entralized meeting in January, then make o�ers to the

appliants they like. The appliants, many of whom reeive multiple o�ers, hoose

the o�er that they like.

This might give you some idea about the potential size of a market, and how

omplex it might be to �nd some kind of stable mathing. It mostly illustrates that

it won't be feasible to �nd a good solution by sribbling on piees of paper, as we

did above.

In 2013, the Vanouver Shool Board implemented a mathing program for hil-

dren in speial kindergarten programs. There were four programs, Frenh Immer-

sion, Mandarin Immersion, Montessori, and Fine Arts, spread over 19 shools. In

the year prior to their program, about 1400 students partiipated. The shool board

disussed the possibility of mathing students using deferred aeptane, but later

hanged their mind and used a simple omputerized lottery using only parents' �rst

hoie. This system replaed one in whih parents physially traveled to as many

shools as they wanted and submitted an appliation. Shools then ran their own

lotteries.

Neither of these examples atually use the deferred aeptane algorithm. In

the shool board ase, the board was onerned about the di�ulty parents might

have expressing their preferenes over shools as well as with the fat that parents

have a strong tendeny to hange their minds and give up their mathing one they

get it. In the the aademi job market, universities don't have lear preferenes

at the start of the proess and need time to develop them. There is no hope of

implementing a pareto optimal and stable mathing if you don't know partiipants

preferenes.

The Vanouver shool board example is an interesting ase in point. The way

their urrent mathing program works is that eah parent lists three shools in order

or their preferene. The atual lottery only makes use of the �rst hoie. Eah hild

is entered into a draw for their parents �rst hoie program. If they win the draw,

that is great. If they don't, they are put on a waiting list for that shool in ase

another family who did win the lottery deides to deline. Sine parents who listed

a shool as their �rst hoie are always put on a waiting list, the seond and third

hoie are basially not attainable unless these hoies end up with un�lled spots.

If parents are very anxious to get their hildren into a speial program, they need

to hoose the program where they think they are most likely to get in. This may

or may not be the one they most prefer for their hild.

This is one of the reasons that deferred aeptane seems advantageous. The side

who make proposals (parents in the ase of the Vanouver Shool Board, students in

the ollege appliation example) have no reason to mis-represent their preferenes
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the way they do with the Vanouver Shool Board example. That would be great

exept that, as I mentioned, parents don't always know their preferenes.

It isn't always in everyone's interest to submit their preferenes truthfully. For

example, suppose we look at a simpler problem with only SFU and UBC and only

two students, 1 and 2. We'll add the option of not going to university and suppose

that preferenes look like this

UBC → 1 ≻ 2

SFU → 2 ≻ 1

while the students' preferenes are

1 → SFU ≻ UBC ≻ OUT

and

2 → UBC ≻ SFU ≻ OUT

The student proposing algorithm has 1 applying to SFU and 2 applying to UBC.

That is it, there are no more proposals. So µ (1) = SFU, µ (2) = UBC. The

shool proposing algorithm has UBC proposing to 1 and SFU proposing to 2, so

the mathing is µ (1) = UBC, µ (2) = SFU . Notie that both the shools are

better o� in the shool proposing algorithm than they are in the student proposing

algorithm. I desribed this example earlier.

Now notie that something strange happens in this example. Suppose that in the

student proposing version, that UBC simply lies and says that they are unwilling

to aept 2 under any irumstanes. In other words, it submits the preferene

UBC → 1 ≻ OUT . Lets run the student proposing version of the algorithm - 2

proposes to UBC and 1 proposes to SFU. At this point, our omputerized algorithm

deides that UBC should rejet 2's appliation. Now 2 is fored to apply at SFU

where she is preferred, ausing 1's appliation to SFU to be rejeted. Then 1 applies

at UBC and the math is omplete. Notie that by misrepresenting its preferenes,

UBC ends up with a student that they prefer (as does SFU).

0.1. A slightly more ompliated problem: Lets make things slightly more

ompliated by adding a few more students, another university, and another op-

tion, The additional option will be not going to university at all. Here are the

preferenes. At this point you an imagine that these are preferenes that were

atually submitted through the web page. The problem is just to do the mathing.

Here are the preferenes written in two di�erent ways:

SFU → 1 ≻ 4 ≻ 2 ≻ 3

UBC → 1 ≻ 3 ≻ 4 ≻ 2

UOT → 2 ≻ 3 ≻ 1 ≻ 4

UFV → 2 ≻ 3 ≻ 4 ≻ 1

1 → UBC ≻ SFU ≻ UOT ≻ UFV ≻ OUT

2 → UBC ≻ UOT ≻ SFU ≻ UFV ≻ OUT

3 → UBC ≻ SFU ≻ UOT ≻ UFV ≻ OUT

4 → UBC ≻ UOT ≻ SFU ≻ OUT ≻ UFV
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1 2 3 4

UBC 1,1 4,1 2,1 3,1

SFU 1,2 3,3 4,2 2,3

UFV 1,4 1,4 2,4 3,5

UOT 3,3 1,2 2,3 4,2

OUT -,5 -,5 -,5 -,4

We've added a fourth university (if you like name UFV means University of the

Fraser Valley). There is also a fourth student who only wants to go to UBC, SFU

or UOT, but is not interested in UFV.

Lets �nd a stable mathing using the algorithm:

(1) All students propose to UBC, whih tentatively aepts student 1 and re-

jets the other proposals;

(2) Students 2 and 4 propose to UOT, while student 3 proposes to SFU, SFU

tentatively aepts student 3, UOT tentatively aepts student 2 who it

prefers;

(3) Student 4, who has been rejeted by UBC and UOT, now proposes to his

remaining favorite SFU. SFU prefers 4 to their urrent aeptane, 3, so

they throw 3 out and aept 4;

(4) Student 3 has been rejeted by UBC and now SFU, so he proposed to his

next favorite, UOT who has urrently aepted 2 who they prefer, student

3's appliation is rejeted;

(5) Finally, student 3 proposes to UFV who aepts him.

This gives us

µ (1) = UBC, µ (2) = UOT, µ (3) = UFV, µ (4) = SFU.

Now in pitures:

1 2 3 4

UBC 1,1* 4,1* 2,1* 3,1*

SFU 1,2 3,3 4,2 2,3

UFV 1,4 1,4 2,4 3,5

UOT 3,3 1,2 2,3 4,2

OUT -,5 -,5 -,5 -,4

1 2 3 4

UBC 1,1* 4,1* 2,1* 3,1*

SFU 1,2 3,3 4,2* 2,3

UFV 1,4 1,4 2,4 3,5

UOT 3,3 1,2* 2,3 4,2*

OUT -,5 -,5 -,5 -,4

1 2 3 4

UBC 1,1* 4,1* 2,1* 3,1*

SFU 1,2 3,3 4,2* 2,3*

UFV 1,4 1,4 2,4 3,5

UOT 3,3 1,2* 2,3 4,2*

OUT -,5 -,5 -,5 -,4
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1 2 3 4

UBC 1,1* 4,1* 2,1* 3,1*

SFU 1,2 3,3 4,2* 2,3*

UFV 1,4 1,4 2,4 3,5

UOT 3,3 1,2* 2,3* 4,2*

OUT -,5 -,5 -,5 -,4

1 2 3 4

UBC 1,1* 4,1* 2,1* 3,1*

SFU 1,2 3,3 4,2* 2,3*

UFV 1,4 1,4 2,4* 3,5

UOT 3,3 1,2* 2,3* 4,2*

OUT -,5 -,5 -,5 -,4

Exerise:

(1) Find the stable outome assoiated with the university proposing deferred

aeptane algorithm for this last example. Are they the same? Can you

see why this means that the stable mathing is unique in this ase? Can you

see why neither shools or students want to misrepresent their preferenes

in this ase?

(2) Suppose all the students agree on the ranking of the shools (pik your

favorite ranking). What happens. Is there a di�erene between the student

proposing and the shool proposing outome?

(3) As speial ase of the above ours when all the shools agree on the ranking

of students, and all the students agree on a ranking of shools. What

happens then? This outome is alled 'assortative mathing'.

(4) Go bak to the problem we disussed above in whih students lied about

their preferenes when using the shool proposing algorithm. Can you

desribe one or more Nash equilibrium outomes having the property that

every students and shools report about their preferenes is a best reply to

the reports of the others? How do shools report in these equilibria?

Indi�erene. Here is a problem that looks muh like the ones we have done above:

1 2 3

UBC 3,1 1,2 2,1

SFU 2,2 3,1 1,3

UT 3,3 2,3 1,2

The main di�erene here is that the 'preferenes' of the universities are generated

by shool spei� lotteries. That means that eah shool independently runs a draw

that assigns values to eah of the students. Student 1 does badly at eah of the

shools, plaing no higher than 2 at eah of them. Student 3 wins outright at both

SFU and UT, but only omes seond at UBC, whih is her favorite. Student 2 wins

the draw at UBC.

Now what happens? 1 and 3 apply �rst at UBC, where 1 is rejeted. 2 applies

�rst at SFU where she is tentatively aepted. Sine 1 is rejeted at UBC, he

applies at SFU where he displaes 2 who is rejeted. 2 then applies at UBC where

she displaes 3, who ends up at UT.

This is atually quite a bad outome. All three students ends up with their

seond hoies, whih doesn't sound good. What makes this even worse is that
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the only reason that they do is beause the shools ran independent lotteries. In

these lotteries, UBC ended up favoring 2 and SFU favored 1. Sine UBC and SFU

don't really are whih students they get, we ould make everyone better o� by just

swithing shools for 1 and 2. As we would say, the mathing is not even pareto

optimal.

Oddly enough, the problem with this mathing is entirely the fault of the inde-

pendent lotteries. If instead you are to use a system wide ranking of students by

shools (all shools rank the students the same way) then the resulting outome

would have to be pareto optimal. In the example above, student 1 would rather go

to UBC than to SFU but UBC rejets him beause he did poorly in their lottery.

On the other hand, SFU, whih student 1 doesn't really want, rated student 1

very highly in their lottery. It is UBC that bloks the swith beause it appears

UBC is made worse o� by aepting 1 instead of 2. Yet UBC isn't really made

worse o� by the swith, the preferene is just the result of an arbitrary lottery.

With a system wide lottery, if SFU prefers 1 over 2, then UBC must also prefer 1

over 2, and would be willing to aept them.

As an exerise, try doing the deferred aeptane algorithm with all three om-

mon rankings of the appliants, and verify that the outome is pareto optimal in

eah ase. The downside of the ommon system wide lottery is that when a student

is given a low rank by one shool, she is given a low rank by all shools.

Vanouver Shool Board - Changes in Preferenes. The url jupyter notebook

provides an illustration of the Vanouver Shool Board Kindergarten Speial Pro-

grams mathing. There are 18 shools with a total 600 seats in the simulation

desribed in that jupyter notebook. There were 933 appliants to the speial pro-

grams draw. The notebook illustrates how the deferred aeptane algorithm an

be run on some simulated preferene data from 2019 to generate a stable mathing.

One of the problems that reates onsiderable work for them is that parents'

preferenes appear to hange over time. In partiular many parents either opt for

private shools after the draw, or leave the ountry. The draw they use alloates

seats to these parents who subsequently refuse them. The shools board is then

fored to try to realloate the seats after the initial draw.

The method they use for doing this is not deferred aeptane. Yet before I

get bak and try to desribe it, I'll illustrate how the algorithm an be applied

to problems like this. Deferred aeptane is a 'stati' mehanism - it alloates

students to spots, then doesn't do anything else.

For example, if we go bak to the example we studied above

1 2 3

UBC 3,1 1,2 2,1

SFU 2,2 3,1 1,3

UT 3,3 2,3 1,2

This results in eah student getting their seond favorite shool hoie as we

disussed previously.

Now suppose that 1 hanges his mind and deides to take a job instead. Sine 1

is alloated to SFU, a spot there beomes vaant, and 2 would like to �ll it. That

seems simple enough, but if 2 moves to her favorite shool SFU, then UBC beomes

vaant and 3 would like to take that spot.

https://share.cocalc.com/share/35ad1c94-f2a8-450f-86a5-c848f7ac4af1/algorithm.ipynb?viewer=share
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As you see, a little bit of shu�ing an trigger side e�ets that trigger a lot more

shu�ing. Of ourse, it is possible at that point just to start the whole proess

over again without student 1 and re-run the deferred aeptane algorithm. Sine

withdrawals by students don't happen immediately, this seems disruptive. Any

student who isn't plaed in their favorite shool an't be entirely sure of their

plaement until some time elapses.

This is one reason to implement the algorithm in stages using 'exploding' o�ers.

An exploding o�er is simply an o�er with an expiration date - if it isn't aepted

by that date, it is treated as a refusal.

The �rst step is just to run the deferred aeptane algorithm as if it were stati.

The only preferene hanges we antiipate are ones in whih students who have

applied to the program refuse their o�ers, so any student who is plaed in a shool

on this initial pass is guaranteed to get a plae among their three hoies.

However, exept for those who are plaed in their �rst hoie shools right away,

the atual plaement of many students will depend on who drops out. Furthermore,

some of the students who aren't mathed may also end up with o�ers if some of

the existing students drop out.

In week 1, o�ers are made to all the students who have been plaed in their �rst

hoie shools. All others who are mathed by the deferred aeptane algorithm,

but aren't given their �rst hoie are simply told that they will reeive an o�er from

one of their three hoies within, say, three weeks. Any student who is unmathed

is put on a system wide wait list.

At the end of this �rst week, a number of o�ers will have been rejeted, opening

slots that would otherwise have been taken. In addition, many shools won't have

�lled their apaity beause initial o�ers are only made to students who are plaed

in their �rst hoie shool.

It is then straightforward to determined the next set of o�ers using the deferred

aeptane proedure. The algorithm is run again using only the empty shool

slots, and the students who haven't yet been mathed. At this point exploding

o�ers should be made to students who are plaed in either their �rst or seond

hoie shools, again providing them with a hane to drop out before further o�ers

are made.

At the end of the seond week, a number of o�ers will have been rejeted, leading

to the �nal alloation being made in the third week when the deferred aeptane

algorithm is run using the remaining empty slots and unplaed students.

An algorithm that runs ontinuously. Beyond week 3, there is no reason to

stop this automated realloation. Nor is there any real reason to have three initial

stages, realloations an be made on the �y as long as students ontinue to refuse

their o�ers. This is how it works:

(1) Using initial preferenes, take every student both mathed an unmathed

and assoiate with that student the shool that they would most prefer to

their existing math, all it p (i) for notational purposes. Presumably for

students who have already been mathed to their most preferred shool

p (i) = ∅.

(2) If any student withdraws from shool j̇, then �nd all of the students i suh

that p (i) = j, and make an exploding o�er to whihever student in this

group has the highest rating at shool j. If i rejets this o�er, hange p (i)
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to be ∅. Then repeat the proess with the next highest rated student until

it is aepted or has been rejeted by all the students.

(3) If, in step 2, an o�er is aepted, resulting in an opening in another shool,

say k, then go bak to step 1 and repeat the proess for shool k.

What this algorithm does is to ensure that whenever the system is still (no o�ers

are being made), the mathing will be the student proposing deferred aeptane

outome for the remaining set of shools and students.

What the Vanouver Shool Board does. The Vanouver Shool Board uses

a method that resembles the one above in the sense that eah family is allowed to

speify 3 shools in order of their preferene. The shool board has some preferenes

over students. It wants to give preferene to hildren who have older siblings in

the shool, for example. Some of the shools impose what they all 'athment'

onstraints in whih they give preferene to student who live in the neighborhood

of the shool (whih are alled athments).

After grading students this way, the the shool board takes the students who

selet eah shool as one of their hoies, then sorts them into groups, those who

seleted the shool as their �rst hoie, those who seleted the shool as their seond

hoie, and those who hose the shool as their third hoie. Eah shool then runs

a lottery over the students in eah group and assigns students who made the shool

their �rst hoie to seats in the shool in order of their rank until the seats are all

�lled.

If their aren't enough �rst hoie students to �ll all the seats, the shool then

goes to the seond hoie students and assigns them to seats until all the seats are

�lled. If there aren't enough �rst and seond hoie students to �ll all the seats,

the shools goes to its third hoie students.

This method has a number of problemati features.

The �rst one is that students who named the shool as their �rst hoie are

ranked higher in the shool lottery than students who named the shool as their

seond hoie. That might seem ompelling, reasoning that if the students say the

shool is their �rst hoie, they are likely to 'want' the shool more whih might

make them better students. It should also mean they are more likely to aept the

shools o�er than someone who makes the shool its seond hoie.

This kind of argument ignores the fat that students who want to get into the

shool an inrease the hanes of being o�ered a seat by naming it as their �rst

hoie. This is true not just for the shool the student really wants, but for all the

others as well. If a shool is very popular, many students will name it as their �rst

hoie. So any individual student has a small hane of being o�ered a seat. If the

student really just wants into a program, it an sometimes do better by naming

one of the other shools as its �rst hoie.

At this point, we an run through a trivial example whih will illustrate a lot of

the problems.

There are around 3 students applying for eah seat in the Vanouver shool

system. So lets imagine an example with 3 students trying to get into one of two

shools, eah of whih has exatly 1 seat. Eah student likes Shool 1 more than

Shool 2, but they also like Shool 2.

It isn't reasonable to expet them all to name Shool 1 as their �rst hoie.

Shool 1 is popular, and they know they will be in a lottery for the seat in the

shool. They might win if they join the lottery. If they don't, they might get an
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o�er from Shool 2 whih won't be able to �ll its seats with �rst hoie students.

However, it is also possible that they won't get any seat at all.

It is pretty easy to remedy that - instead of naming Shool 1 as their �rst hoie,

they just have to name Shool 2 as their top hoie. They won't get Shool 1, but

they will get a seat for sure at Shool 2, whih they also like, beause Shool 2 will

give them priority for naming it as their top hoie.

So there is no partiular reason to believe that naming a shool as the top hoie

means that it really is the student's top hoie. This problem has another downside

in that students have to waste their time trying to �gure out how to insure a plae

in some shool instead of thinking about whih shool suits them best. Apart from

the sheer hassle of trying to �gure this out, it is also stressful. It is easy to see

that one shool has a better teaher or prinipal, it is muh harder to try to seond

guess what other students are going to list as their �rst hoies.

This re�ets one of the biggest advantage of the deferred aeptane method,

sine students don't have to think about what other students are doing at all - they

an never improve on stating exatly whih shool is their most preferred shool.

How to bet on shool hoie. To ontinue illustrating some of the problems, suppose

as before there are two shools, Shool 1 and Shool 2, eah with one seat. Again

there are three students applying. Students A and C like shool 1, while student

B likes Shool 2 the most. Again, eah of the students is willing to go to either of

the two shools.

The students don't know any of this stu�, all they really know is that Shool 1

is more popular than Shool 2, and that to have any reasonable hane of getting

into a shool, they need to name it as their �rst hoie. Suppose their payo� if

they get into their most preferred shool is 3, while the payo� to the less preferred

shool is 2. They might guess that the hane they get into shool 1 is

1

3
while the

hane that they get into shool 2 is

2

3
.

For student B, this makes life easy, beause he expets a payo� of

2

3
3 = 2

by naming shool 2 as his �rst hoie. It is a bit harder for students A and C

beause they expet a payo� of

1

3
3 when they name shool 1 as their �rst hoie

and

2

3
2 = 4

3
> 1 when they name shool 2, so they will both name shool 2 as their

favorite hoie - even though it isn't their favorite shool, they have a better hane

of getting in.

Now the seond problem kiks in. Shools 1 and 2 run independent lotteries over

the students who hose it �rst and the students who hose it seond. It will very

likely happen that student B ranks very low at Shool 2. Then either A or C will

be given a seat in shool 2 - apparently their �rst hoie shools. Suppose A gets

the seat.

Now something quite odd happens. Shool 1 has no students who hose it as

their most preferred shool. So it should o�er its seat to the top ranked student who

made it their seond hoie. One possibility is that A is the student - a student who

already has a seat in what he said was his �rst hoie shool. If the seat is o�ered

to A,he will aept it - that is, rejet his �rst hoie in favor of his seond hoie.

This weird event ours beause naming a shool as your �rst hoie inreases your

hanes of getting in. This outome is also very onfusing for the person who is

supposed to make the o�er to student A.
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Of ourse, the o�er ould also go to student B, so that both students are atually

plaed in their seond hoie shools. This outome is not 'pareto optimal' beause

they ould swap plaes and make themselves both better o� without impating C.
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